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ABSTRACT
Inspirational stimuli are known to be effective in supporting
ideation during the design process. However, minimal prior
work has allowed individuals to search using multiple modes of
input simultaneously, which is more representative of real design
behavior. In the current work, we developed a multi-modal
search platform that retrieves 3D model parts based on text,
appearance, and function-based search inputs. This work
presents the results of an experimental study (n=21) in which the
search platform was used to find parts identified as potentially
useful for inspiring solutions to a design challenge. Participants
were asked to engage with three different search modalities:
search by keywords, by curated 3D parts, and by user-assembled
3D parts in their workspace. When searching by parts that are
curated or in their workspace, additional control over the
similarity of appearance and function of results in reference to
the input was available to participants. The results of this study
demonstrate that the modality used affects search behavior, such
as in the frequency of searches, how participants engage with
retrieved search results, and how broadly the search space is
covered. Specific results link interactions with the interface to
search strategies participants may have used during the task.
Findings suggest that multi-modal search should enable
intentional search for desired goals through direct search inputs
(e.g., by keyword) and incremental adjustments to features of
visually represented search inputs. Moreover, enabling discovery
of inexplicitly searched for examples through related information
or more randomly encountered examples may assist exploratory
search behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Designers benefit from external inspirational stimuli during
ideation to help achieve desirable design outcomes such as
greater novelty, feasibility, or innovativeness [1-3]. The
usefulness of potentially inspirational stimuli during idea
generation for a design problem depends on many features of the
given stimulus. One relevant feature is the representation of the
stimulus. Visual stimuli compared to physical examples or when
combined with textual examples have been shown to increase
idea novelty [4, 5]. Analogical distance between examples from
the design problem is also important, where both far-field and
near-field examples have been found to contribute to desirable
outcomes such as novelty or fluency, respectively [1, 3, 6].
Furthermore, inspirational stimuli may be more useful
depending on when they are accessed during the design process
[2, 7].
In this paper, we focus on the search processes involved in
the retrieval of potentially inspirational stimuli by multiple
modalities. To support this work, characteristics of inspiring
stimuli, such as how they are derived and the level of designrelated information they contain, are considered. Also described
are the relevant cognitive processes designers may employ to
search for inspiring examples and tools that have been developed
to support search.
1.1 Inspirational stimuli in design
In prior studies that investigate the impact of inspirational
examples on design, participants are often provided with fixed
sets of stimuli while working on a given design problem. These
stimuli may be derived from a variety of sources. Information
rich repositories such as patent databases or biology textbooks
are expansive sources of examples that are commonly used to
provide relevant design information in both textual and pictorial
representations [1, 3, 8]. Design solutions and ratings collected
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from crowd workers can also be provided to designers as sources
of inspiration [9, 10]. Inspirational stimuli additionally vary with
respect to modality of presentation. Different uses of visual
stimuli to support design ideation have been explored, such as
when combined with text [11], other images [12], or in contrast
to interactions with physical products [4]. The level of
abstraction of inspirational examples also impacts their influence
on the design process. Design stimuli at the concept level may,
for example, provide more rapid inspiration, but miss the richer
design details available in more comprehensive documents like
patents [13]. Examples can differ further by being provided with
descriptions that are more general vs. domain-specific [5] or
constitute concrete design examples vs. abstract system
properties [14].
1.2 Search for inspirational stimuli
The cognitive processes used by designers to search for
inspirational stimuli described above are also important to
understand. Early work on the role of search processes in design
identified incidental experience and intentional learning as
relevant sources of knowledge [15]. More recently, inspiration
has been proposed as an iterative process that begins with an
intention, is actualized by a search input, and ends when the
problem has been solved [16]. In this process, active approaches
to find specific stimuli more intentionally or passive approaches
to randomly encounter relevant stimuli may take place [16, 17].
Active search refers to the deliberate search for a particular
stimulus with a specific goal in mind [18]. Alternatively, when
what designers are searching for is unclear, they typically depend
on randomly finding relevant stimuli. Randomness of web-based
search, for example, has been found to be beneficial for
inspiration due to the sometimes unexpectedness of results,
related to more passive search strategies [17]. In information
retrieval theory, search behavior has classically been categorized
as exploratory vs. specific (or lookup) [19]. Lookup search
activities involve precise search goals whereas exploratory
search is related to knowledge acquisition and evolving needs
[20]. In open-ended exploratory search tasks, users have been
found to examine more results than during lookup tasks [21]. For
computational tools to successfully support search for
inspiration, user studies suggest that they should provide control
and flexibility over the level of abstraction vs. literalness of
search terms [22]. To facilitate search for inspiration, it is
important that active and passive search strategies are both
supported. Designers should be able to express what they are
looking for with a high level of agency and encounter
inspirational stimuli more passively when what they are looking
for is undetermined.
1.3 Search tools and modalities to retrieve
inspirational stimuli
Computational methods that provide designers with, or
allow them to search for, inspirational stimuli often rely on
semantic relationships between search inputs and outputs. Tools
include those leveraging functional relationships to facilitate
search for analogies in biologically inspired design [23, 24],

function-based content from patent databases [25, 26], or visual
stimuli using semantic information, instead of low-level visual
features [27]. Text-based search using semantic relationships
may, however, limit discovery of inspirational stimuli to
concepts that are well enough defined to express using words. As
described above, search processes using more passive or
exploratory processes are sometimes preferred and may not be
as well supported by tools requiring such direct input [16].
Introducing new modes of expressing search may be one
approach to aid different search strategies when needed during
the design process.
In contrast to verbal representation, sketching is a modality
by which designers can more flexibly express their current
thought process. Sketching can be used to search for ideas
directly, during which the act of sketching can assist in idea
formation [28]. The use of visual representations, including
sketch as inputs, may be beneficial to the search process. While
search for examples, particularly with non-text-based modalities,
has been less explored, emerging methods to support visual
analogy in design have leveraged image-based search for image
retrieval. Recent work has demonstrated how visual analogy can
be supported by sketch-based retrieval of visually similar
examples [29] and how visual information can be used in the
search for relevant examples in a patent database [30, 31].
Creativity support tools can assist with inspirational stimuli
retrieval in computer-aided design (CAD) using 3D sketching, to
support emergence and reinterpretation processes. Shape
emergence, where designers perceive emergent patterns not
initially intended [32], is important in design exploration to
trigger new mental images and thus new ideas for design [33].
Reinterpretation of visual representations is needed to enable
alternate interpretations and restructuring of design problems.
Since CAD drawings record design ideas held in mind with high
precision, they do not typically support reinterpretation of the
drawing once made [34]. Unlike in 2D sketching, 3D sketching
is based on the unambiguous selection and placement of different
elements to build a model, which leaves less room for new ideas
to emerge or old ideas to be reinterpreted. Retrieval of inspiring
examples based on developing 3D sketches can importantly
allow for emergence and reinterpretation in the design process.
While CAD modeling enhances visualization and
communication of ideas by giving a form to early design ideas,
it may also cause premature design fixation and limited ideation
[35]. Support is needed to enable the reinterpretation of visual
representations of early ideas using CAD without limiting
creativity.
Addressing these gaps, we developed a search platform that
retrieves 3D model parts from both text and visual search
queries. An experimental study was conducted in which this
platform was used to search for relevant inspirational stimuli
with the different modalities. The impact of search modality on
the processes designers use to search for, engage with, and select
inspirational stimuli could thus be explored, leading to insight
into the use and limitations of multi-modal search.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, the development of the platform we built that
enables multi-modal search for 3D modeling parts is described.
To understand the processes and behaviors associated with
searching for and exploring design examples, a participant study
was conducted using the platform. During the study, participants
searched with different modalities available in the platform to
find and select relevant 3D parts that could help inspire solutions
to a design challenge. The main approach taken in this work was
to analyze participants’ interactions in the platform and relate
these actions to strategies involved in searching for inspirational
examples.
2.1 Multi-modal search platform
Our multi-modal search platform uses deep neural networks
to model similarities between various 3D-model parts and
natural-language-model keywords in a large dataset. This deeplearning approach directly consumes 2D snapshots of 3D
modeling parts and utilizes knowledge from large text corpuses,
which subsequently enables the efficient retrieval of relevant
examples in large datasets. Deep neural networks are a suitable
candidate for this task because they are highly effective in
understanding complex patterns in high-dimensional data, such
as multi-perspective image snapshots of 3D models.
2.1.1 Neural network development
The PartNet dataset was used to train the deep-neuralnetwork and provide users with relevant 3D examples. The
PartNet dataset contains 26671 3D models (assemblies) in 24
object categories, each further splitting into trees of individually
named parts within each assembly (e.g., cap as a child of bottle).
These object categories are everyday objects at various scales
(e.g., microwave, scissors, tables). Our system’s ability to
provide inspirational stimuli from these objects may be limited,
since they represent a small subset of possible objects that
mechanical engineers might design. We instead provide partbased data within these objects, which are commonly seen in
object categories beyond those in the dataset (e.g. legs, cover,
lid). The networks were trained on 70% of the data and
performance was evaluated with a held-out dataset (10% of the
data). The entirety of the dataset was then exposed to users to
query 3D model parts from in the user study.
The platform relies on three neural networks to embed raw
3D model data to high-level concepts and modeling parameters.
First, the text network in the platform relies on the Universal
Sentence Encoder [36] pre-trained on web text to find parts with
names similar to the keyword queries provided by the users. The
Universal Sentence Encoder is trained on non-technical text to
solve general text understanding tasks such as sentiment analysis
and question classification. As a result, the model should be able
to obtain a general semantic understanding of English words and
thus be able to identify synonyms (e.g. “box” should be
semantically similar to “container” in the embedding space).
Second, an appearance network was trained by embedding
knowledge from 2D snapshots of 3D model parts. Eight
snapshots from different angles of the same model were rendered

using blender to train the network with a contrastive loss function
(a common metric-learning paradigm in the deep learning
community), which considers these snapshots as similar in the
latent space. The model was also trained to consider snapshots
randomly sampled from other data samples as dissimilar to the
first model. On a high level, this appearance network primarily
considers the overall appearance and geometric presence of the
3D model parts.
To quantitatively evaluate the network’s performance,
snapshots of 2D renderings from random angles of the 3D model
were used as search queries. The percentage of models that had
snapshots of the same model ranked as top-1/top-10 nearest
neighbors was then measured. Top-k accuracy excludes the input
query itself as a "neighbor" since the input query's embedding is
identical to its own embedding in the dataset. For
training/validation/test sets of this model, the top-1 accuracy is
1.16%/3.58%/2.28%
and
the
top-10
accuracy
is
5.87%/17.2%/11.4%. These metrics are a highly conservative
estimation of the model's performance as there are far more
relevant screenshots of models than those generated from the
same model as the input query (i.e., there are many types of chair
legs in the dataset).
Finally, based on this appearance network, the functional
network was trained by taking embeddings of the appearance
network and transforming them into function-aware
embeddings. Figure 1 displays how the functional embeddings
are derived from appearance embeddings using the described
networks.

FIGURE 1: Overview of process of transformation of embeddings
from appearance network to functional embeddings. Appearance
embeddings of input part (anchor) were used to generate a predicted
functional transformation using the functional network. Functional
network was then trained by considering this prediction as similar to the
appearance embedding of a neighboring part and dissimilar to the
appearance embedding of an unrelated part. Intermediate
representation within the functional network was used as the functional
embedding of each model part in the dataset.
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Models in the dataset are considered functionally similar if
they have similar neighborhoods, meaning that 3D model parts
that perform a certain function should have similar neighbors in
their respective assemblies (e.g., different styles of chair legs,
despite having different appearances, are considered similar
since they share “chair seat” as a neighbor). The functional
network was trained using a contrastive loss function, similar to
the approach used to train the appearance network. In this case,
similarities were instead mapped across different 3D model parts
that are close neighbors within the assemblies. The network takes
as input the appearance embeddings of two 3D model parts that
are either neighbors or non-neighbors of each other. They are
then passed through a few trainable fully connected layers in the
functional network to compute new functional embeddings. Loss
measures ensure these new embeddings are near/far from each
other.
2.1.2 Search modalities: keyword, part, and
workspace-based
Using the neural networks described above, participants
could search for parts in the dataset by three types of input. The
first search type is keyword-based, where text input by the
participant is embedded using the aforementioned text network.
Embedding values are then compared against those of the
dataset’s part names and the nearest neighbors from the dataset
are retrieved. The results from a keyword search for the term
“container” is shown in Fig. 2A.

functional similarity, which participants can specify in the
platform interface with sliders. The closest neighbors are
retrieved for the participants according to the weighted sum of
the distances specified by the appearance and functional sliders
in the user interface.
Figure 2B shows the use of similarity sliders and the search
results for a part search of the first keyword search result for
“container”. Sliders controlling similarity in appearance and
function allow participants to conduct multiple searches using
the same part or workspace input with increased agency. In the
example shown in Fig. 2B, parts are searched for with low
similarity in appearance but high similarity in function to the
selected container. Based on the results retrieved, participants are
then able to modify these inputs to continue to search for new
results.
2.1.3 Interactions with parts retrieved from search
After relevant 3D model parts are retrieved from the dataset,
the model pushes the images of the 3D models, as well as their
associated STL files, to the web front-end of the platform, which
is based on the editor code of the open-source three.js library.
Participants can thus preview three of the retrieved 3D models in
the “Search Results” panel of the interface (Fig. 2). An example
in Fig. 3A shows how parts can also be added and modified in
the user’s 3D workspace using the “Add to Workspace” button.
Workspace-based searches are made with snapshots of the entire
workspace with parts added by the participant using this action.
Moreover, since all results are retrieved from the PartNet dataset,
which contains information on neighboring parts in the assembly
of the results, participants may view this information (Fig. 3B)
using the “View in Context” button. For a selected part, this
action allows further understanding of the retrieved parts’ utility
in their original context. Finally, participants have the ability to
use the “Add to gallery” button to save a part to a gallery of
collected 3D parts. The gallery is accessible to the participant to
access and select parts from at any point during the design task.
For any given search result, participants could perform none to
all actions, in any order.

FIGURE 2: A (left) - search results for a keyword search of the term
“container”; B (right) – search results for a part search of a result from
keyword search for “container”

The second and third search types are part-based and
workspace-based, where new parts are retrieved using snapshots
taken of a selected 3D-model part or the participant’s current
workspace (composed of 3D-model parts), respectively. These
snapshots are passed through the appearance and functional
networks and the resulting appearance and functional embedding
values are compared with those of other parts in the dataset.
Part and workspace-based searches are made using two
additional user-specified parameters, appearance similarity and

FIGURE 3: Interactions with selected part in Fig. 1 - A (left): added
to workspace; B (right): viewed in context

2.2 Experimental design
A 30-minute study was administered to understand how
participants engage with the three search types available in the
platform. Participants searched for parts using each search
modality in three separate subtasks and worked towards
collecting inspirational stimuli for a given design challenge.
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2.2.1 Participants
Participants were recruited for the study from
announcement emails sent to undergraduate and graduate
mechanical engineering students at the University of California,
Berkeley. Twenty-three participants (15 males and 8 females)
with varying levels of design experience, ranging from less than
1 year to 9 years, volunteered for the study. Participants were
offered $10 compensation for their participation in the 30-minute
study. Due to data collection errors, data from two participants
were excluded from the analysis. All participants completed the
study while connected virtually with the experimenter over a
Zoom meeting, where all participants consented to sharing their
screens for the duration of the task. Any issues completing the
task or clarifications needed could thus be addressed in real time.
2.2.2 Study objective
The study objective presented to participants was to use the
platform provided to search for and save 3D parts that inspired
solutions to the following design challenge: “design a multicompartment disposal unit for household waste”. Participants
were told that parts inspiring solutions to the design challenge
could include those they might want to directly incorporate into
potential solutions. The design challenge was chosen such that
the parts available in the dataset were relevant, without being
overly constrained to a particular domain or set of solutions.
2.2.3 Study overview
The study was divided into three subtasks, where each task
involved the use of a different search type (keyword, part, or
workspace), but worked towards the same design challenge. The
study objective and task instructions were embedded in a
Qualtrics survey link sent to participants at the start of the
experiment. For each subtask, participants read the associated
instructions and directions, then completed the task in an
external link. At the end of the experiment, participants
responded to a series of open-ended and multiple-choice
questions about their experience using the search platform. An
overview of the experiment is summarized in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4: Overview of tasks and search types used during the study
Task A: In Task A, all participants were instructed to first
search by keyword beginning with the term “container” (Fig.
1A). They were instructed to make 4 additional keyword
searches (min.) and to save min. 3 parts to their galleries.
Task B: Participants then continued with their progress from
Task A in Task B by conducting a part search with a part saved

to their gallery during Task A. As before, the instructions were to
conduct min. 4 additional part searches and save min. 3 more
parts. Participants were also instructed to not make any
additional keyword searches.
Task C: Finally, in Task C, participants conducted
workspace searches and made their first search consisting of
parts either previously added to the workspace, or newly added
from parts saved during Tasks A and B. A min. of 4 additional
workspace searches were made and a min. of 3 parts were saved,
without making any new keyword or part searches.
The motivation for the ordering and division of tasks was to
easily teach participants how to engage with the search platform.
Pilot testing revealed that learning about each search type at
study onset overloaded participants with too much information.
Tasks were ordered to first use the most intuitive search mode
(keyword) and to last introduce the least familiar and most
difficult mode (workspace). Future work aims to study use of
these search modalities in a more freeform manner.
After completing the study, participants were asked to
provide open-ended descriptions of any strategies used when
conducting each type of search. Participants also evaluated the
intuitiveness and usefulness of different features in the platform
on five-point Likert scales. These features included searching for
new parts and gaining more information about parts. Finally,
participants self-evaluated the broadness of their exploration of
the part repository and of their final gallery of saved parts on
five-point Likert scales.
3. RESULTS
In order to study how participants search for examples to
inspire idea generation, the interactions made within the search
platform are explored. To reiterate, participants performed
keyword searches in Task A, part searches in Task B, and
workspace searches in Task C. Throughout the study, they could
take the following actions on any part retrieved from search:
adding it to their workspace, viewing it in context, or saving it to
their gallery. This work considers how different modalities of
expressing search revealed by these interactions affect and
support the search process. Specific research objectives are to
identify differences in search modality by how participants (1)
search for new parts and (2) engage with parts retrieved from
search, as well as the (3) breadth of their search space coverage.
3.1 Searching for new parts
To characterize the process of searching for new parts, the
frequencies of each search modality used and slider movements
made are examined. New searches are defined in Task A by
unique keywords, in Task B by unique parts used as search input,
and in Task C by workspaces with newly added parts. In Tasks B
and C, participants may also search using the same part or
workspace from a previous search, with adjustments made with
sliders to appearance and functional similarity. In these tasks, it
is also of interest to determine how parts with varying similarity
from the input may be differently sought by search type.
Counts of new searches and searches with modified similarity
parameters are thus separately considered.
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3.1.1 Highest frequency of searches are part-based
Differences between search types in the total number of
searches made, were compared with a Chi-square test. The
number of searches made using each search type significantly
differs (χ2 (2, N=677) = 9.8, p < 0.01), where the number of part
searches (264) compared to keyword (207) and workspace (206)
searches is the highest. For part and workspace searches, these
frequencies include both searches that are new and are modified
with different similarity parameters from a previous search with
the same input.
3.1.2 More part searches and modified than new
Total occurrences across participants of part searches using
new parts and those with the same part from a previous search
with changes to the appearance and/or functional similarity are
summarized in Table 1. Also shown are the number of modified
part searches by the similarity parameter adjusted, and whether
the adjustment increased (+) or decreased (-) similarity of results
from the input.

results. However, when comparing the proportion of searches
modified by appearance, function, or both within each
participant, no significant difference was revealed (F(2,40)) =
0.03, p=0.97). This result signifies that while some participants
may have conducted many appearance-modified searches, this
was not observed across all participants. Of the 21 participants,
only 4 conducted ≥ 5 appearance-modified searches.
3.1.3 More workspace searches are new than modified
The same analysis was performed to identify the processes
used to conduct workspace searches, as summarized in Table 2.
TABLE 2: Frequencies of new and modified workspace searches
(+: increasing similarity, –: decreasing similarity)
Search input
New part added to workspace
No new parts
added to
workspace

TABLE 1: Frequencies of new and modified part searches
(+: increasing similarity, –: decreasing similarity)
Search input
New search (different part from previous)
Modified
search
(same
part as
previous)

Change in functional similarity
Change in appearance similarity
Change in both similarity types
Total

Search counts
104
37
(17 +, 20 -)
60
(30+, 30-)
34
131

As shown in Table 1, more total number of searches are
conducted with the same part (104) than a different part (131)
from the previous search. However, when examining the
proportion of new and modified searches made by each
participant, a repeated measures ANOVA did not reveal a
significant difference (F(1,20)) = 0.55, p=0.5), as shown in Fig.
5.

Change in functional similarity
Change in appearance similarity
Change in both similarity types
Total

Search counts
105
24
(14 +, 10 -)
28
(19+, 9-)
24
76

The number of workspace searches made with
modifications to functional (24), appearance (28), or both types
of similarity (24), did not significantly differ. Different from part
searches, more workspace searches are made with new search
inputs (i.e., with an added part to the workspace) than with the
same workspace configuration (105 vs. 76). A significant
difference was observed in the proportion of new and modified
workspace searches made by each participant, as demonstrated
by a repeated measures ANOVA test (F(1,20)) = 7.43, p<0.05).
The increased proportion of new over modified workspace
searches is shown in Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6: % Workspace searches modified by sliders or made with
an added part to the workspace (n = 21)
FIGURE 5: % Part searches modified by sliders or made with a new
part as input (n = 21)

Table 1 shows that modified search counts combined
across participants vary significantly with respect to whether
modifications are made in functional similarly (37), appearance
similarity (60), or both (34) (χ2 (2, N=131) = 9.3, p < 0.01). Most
modified searches only adjust the appearance similarity of

The ability to make incremental modifications to the main
search input by adding parts to the workspace may encourage
more new searches. An analogous incremental manipulation to
visual features of the search input in part searches is absent. This
difference in the two search modes may possibly explain the
higher frequency of part searches that modify consecutive
searches using the similarity sliders.
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3.2 Engagement with parts retrieved from search
Once a search is made, three results are shown, which
participants may decide to engage with further or not.
Participants may decide not to interact with search results
beyond seeing them once retrieved. Alternatively, a participant
can engage with a part by viewing it in context (gaining
contextual information), adding it to the workspace (which may
then be seen and manipulated in its 3D representation), or saving
it to their gallery. The number of times each interaction is made
is counted to determine how results from each search type are
engaged with differently.
3.2.1 Lowest engagement observed with part search
results
Frequencies of interactions with search results are compared
across tasks to assess differences in how participants engage with
results retrieved from different search modalities. There is a
significant difference between tasks in both the total number of
search results that users engaged with (χ2 (2, N=106) = 18.6, p <
0.001) and did not engage with (χ2 (2, N=581) = 23.0, p < 0.001),
as shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 7: Differences between observed and expected values of
parts engaged with and not engaged with, shown by task

The differences in frequency between the expected and
observed values for each set of results are plotted in Fig. 7. The
expected value is the total number of parts engaged with (106)
or not (581), divided by 3 (the number of tasks). This value
represents the number of parts expected to be engaged with or
not in each task if no task differences exist. Parts that are engaged
with include those viewed in context, added to the workspace, or
saved to the gallery. Parts not engaged with are those retrieved
from search and seen by the participant, with no further
interaction made. The highest proportion of parts that were
further engaged with were retrieved in Task A by keyword
search, while results not engaged with were mostly those
retrieved in Task B by part-based search.
3.2.2 Most contextual information sought about
keyword search results
To more closely consider how users engage with search
results, the number of parts in each task that are viewed in
context or added to the workspace are compared. The number of
parts viewed in context significantly differs between tasks (χ2 (2,

N=104) = 13.3, p < 0.01). Displayed in Fig. 8, more results from
keyword search are viewed in context than expected and fewer
results from workspace search are viewed than expected.

FIGURE 8: Differences between observed and expected values of
parts viewed in context and added to the workspace, shown by task
As in Fig. 7, expected values in Fig. 8 refer to the total
numbers of parts viewed in context (104) or added to the gallery
(101), divided evenly between tasks. Numbers of parts added to
the workspace do not differ significantly between tasks.
Combined, these results suggest that part-based search in Task B
does not encourage increased engagement with individual
results, while keyword search does. Motivations for participants
to more frequently view results from keyword searches in
context are explored next.
3.2.3 Actions following add and view actions vary by
search type
In the previous results, part search results were found to be
the least explored, and workspace searches the least frequently
viewed in context. The direct effects of adding parts to the
workspace and viewing parts in context can be known by
examining actions immediately following these actions. Figure
9 displays mosaic plots of the occurrences of actions (adding to
the workspace, saving to the gallery, searching, or viewing in
context) after parts were added to the workspace (left) or viewed
in context (right) during each task.

FIGURE 9: Mosaic plots of frequencies of each action type after
adding a part to the workspace and viewing a part in context
7
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The frequency of each action type taken after adding parts
to the workspace significantly vary between tasks (χ2 (6, N=245)
= 32.9, p < 0.001). In tasks A and B, participants saved a higher
proportion of parts immediately after adding them to the
workspace than in Task C, where participants mostly continued
to make searches. Adding parts may inform participants’
decisions to subsequently save them, in Tasks A and B. Adding
parts before searching in Task C makes sense, given explicit
instructions to add parts to the workspace. Consecutive addition
of parts to the workspace may occur when multiple results from
a single search were added to the workspace.
Tasks also differed in the frequency of each action type
taken after parts were viewed in context (χ2 (6, N=159) = 20.0,
p < 0.01), where a large contribution is from the high proportion
of searches following views in Task B. Viewing of other parts
related by context may directly encourage further part-based
search since participants can then search for more or less similar
parts based on what is seen. More frequently in Tasks A and B,
parts are added to the workspace after being viewed in context.
3.3 Coverage and selection of retrieved parts
For each task, participants were instructed to make a
minimum of 5 searches and save a minimum of 3 parts to their
galleries that were identified as potentially inspirational. To
measure how broadly the dataset of parts was explored in each
task, the dataset coverage of retrieved results by each participant
is computed. 3D models are defined as covered by the user when
they are within a Euclidean distance of 0.0375 in the appearance
model embedding space from a model the user has interacted
with. The coverage measure computed is the percentage of
covered models relative to the dataset. This calculation is made
assuming each 3D model has on average ~102 similar neighbors
in the embedding space. Similarly, to analyze the collection of
parts saved by each participant, the coverage of their saved parts
relative to the dataset is computed.
3.3.1 Coverage of retrieved search results
To compare how broadly participants search using each
modality, the coverage of the dataset by retrieved search results
is explored. The coverage of all results is compared by task in
Fig. 10, which shows the distribution across participants.

A significant difference was revealed between search types
in the dataset coverage of all results using a repeated measures
ANOVA (F(2,40) = 27.0, p<0.001). The highest coverage of the
dataset is observed in Task A. While previous results show that
high frequencies of searches are observed in Task B, the
coverage of part search results is significantly lower than the
coverage of keyword search results, within participants (t(1,20)
= 12.5, p<0.001). The coverage of results from workspace
searches is also significantly lower than from part search results
(t(1,20) = 12.0, p<0.01).
3.3.3 Coverage of results saved by participants
The coverage of a participants’ saved results relative to the
dataset is next examined to determine how broadly participants
select parts. The same significant difference between tasks is
seen in the coverage of saved parts as before (F(2,40) = 20.4,
p<0.001), where the highest coverage is observed in keyword
search and lowest in workspace search. This relationship may
suggest that participants retrieving a broader set of results also
select and save a broader set of parts. Pearson correlations reveal
that this is true in Tasks A and C, as shown in Fig.11, where the
coverage of saved parts vs. all results in each task are plotted for
each participant.

FIGURE 11: Comparison of dataset coverage (%) of saved parts and
all parts retrieved by participants during each task

FIGURE 10: Comparison of dataset coverage of search results by
task, with highest coverage observed in Task A (keyword search)

There is a moderate correlation between the dataset
coverage of saved parts and all parts retrieved in Task A
(r(19)=0.49, p<0.05) and Task C (r(19)=0.43, p=0.05) that is
not observed in Task B. Therefore, when using part search,
participants retrieving a broader set of parts did not necessarily
also select and save a broader set of parts. Use of part-based
search may therefore encourage a narrow exploration and
selection of parts overall. However further testing is needed to
account for the number of searches, retrieved results, and saved
parts to fully clarify differences in coverage observed between
tasks.
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4. DISCUSSION
The platform developed in this work provides three options
for users to express what they are searching for with search
modes rarely studied in design. The first contribution of this
work is the development of this platform and its effective use
during a participant study. Specifically, we built a multi-modal
search platform that enables search for 3D model parts by text,
visual, and/or functional components of other 3D model parts
and assemblies. A participant study was conducted to observe
and compare search behavior when engaging with these various
search modalities to collect parts to inspire solutions to a design
challenge. Results of this study offer a preliminary investigation
into how individuals search for, interact with, and select relevant
inspirational stimuli using various inputs.
The second contribution of this paper lies in the insights
gained regarding the association of search modalities with
different interactions with the platform interface. Parts retrieved
from keyword searches were the most engaged with, specifically
by being viewed in context. Results retrieved and saved from
keyword searches were also associated with the broadest
coverage of search space. Increased search frequency occurred
during part search, where more searches were modified using
similarity sliders than made with new parts as search inputs.
Additionally, during part search, the lowest engagement with
search results was observed. When conducting workspace
searches, participants made more new searches with changes to
the workspace than with changes to similarity sliders only. Parts
found and saved from workspace searches resulted in the lowest
overall coverage of the search space.
Finally, the third contribution we make is to suggest reasons
as to why the uses of each search modality resulted in distinct
interactions within the platform and how they may reflect
different cognitive processes underlying search. As introduced
earlier, search behavior can be broadly divided into active vs.
passive strategies, which support situations in which a specific
goal exists vs. where random encounters with inspirational
stimuli occur. Of the three modalities, searching by keyword
offers the most direct means for employing active search.
However, the platform also affords the ability to engage in
passive search processes during keyword search. When a welldefined search term is unknown by the user, they may take other
actions to help passively inspire their next search. One
participant explicitly described this relationship when
commenting on their keyword search strategy: “I was inspired
by some of the parts in the ‘view in context’ like the ‘lid”. This
inspiration-seeking behavior is in line with observations from
previous work that participants want to be struck by inspiration
and to search more randomly [16, 17]. Increased engagement
with parts may therefore be a strategy to randomly encounter
inspiration. In other prior work, users presented with random
examples frequently clicked on examples to examine them until
something desirable was found [37]. Viewing parts in context
and adding them to the workspace, where they can be perceived
in a new representation, may be strategies to inspire subsequent
searches. Additional methods to modify search parameters in
keyword search, as currently afforded by similarity sliders in part

and workspace search, may help further fulfill this need to
encounter more random examples when a new search term
cannot be articulated.
During part and workspace searches, mechanisms to guide
active search processes include the selection of the part-based
search input and configuration of 3D parts in the workspace. The
higher proportion of new than modified workspace searches,
compared to more modified than new part searches, may
demonstrate the effectiveness of enabling incremental
modifications to the search input itself. Observed differences in
these inputs suggest that users value the ability to conduct
searches that vary individual parameters one at a time. Previous
work on searching with inputs specifying desired similarity and
variety of results has also shown that these parameters are helpful
for finding relevant examples [37]. Multi-modal search should
therefore support increased flexibility in defining the search
input.
While adjustment of similarity sliders also provides a
method for users to specify desired search results, qualitative
responses reveal other reasons for changing slider positions
during search. When asked to “describe any strategies [used]
when conducting part searches”, one participant noted: “I would
try both combinations of functionality and appearance because
I didn't really know what I was looking for and I wanted to see
all my options”. The use of similarity sliders is also mentioned
in another participant’s use of workspace searches: “I was trying
several factors that could play with changing the appearance
and functionality levels while adjusting it from the opposite to all
being very similar.” These responses link the use of sliders to a
more exploratory search strategy that can counterintuitively be
useful for supporting exploratory behavior.
Some limitations of the current study exist, including that
the experimental design of this study, where individual tasks
employed a new search type, may have contributed to the
confounding of results with other aspects of the study, such as
ordering. The ordering of search types, from most to least
intuitive, may have introduced other behaviors to the results
independent from the modality used. The parts users want to find
may also change over the duration of the study, such that more
directed searches are made as their potential design solutions
become more specific. Extensions to the current work can focus
on participants using the search platform in a more freeform
manner to understand which modalities are preferred and when.
These contributions of our work encourage and will
hopefully inspire the further development of multi-modal search
systems, as well as research on cognitive processes relevant to
the search for inspirational examples to support design.
Improved understanding is needed regarding when different
approaches to search are more useful (e.g., a more direct and
active vs. exploratory and passive strategy), and how to identify
and promote these processes through interactions with features
of search interfaces.
5. CONCLUSION
The work presented in this paper provides insight into how
search modality affects the processes designers use to search for
9
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and retrieve inspirational stimuli to support design ideation. We
describe the development of a new multi-modal search platform
and the results of a participant study investigating the role of
modality in search. There are many opportunities for future work
to further the results of the current study. In the development of
multi-modal search platforms, future work can introduce more
interactions that allow users to flexibly search for inspirational
stimuli. These interactions may be to alter the search input itself
(e.g., towards freeform sketch-based inputs), or the desired
properties of the results retrieved from search. Visual and
functional relationships between search inputs and results were
the main focus of this study. However, parameters such as the
level of diversity within a set of results may be useful to specify
whether random vs. specific inspirational examples are desired.
Search platforms supporting these and other interactions can
better assist designers during different stages of the search
process. Overall, the results of this study contribute to recent
work on new search modalities to retrieve inspirational stimuli
to enhance design ideation. This study supports the need for
further research on both the search process itself, as well as on
how modality affects and aids how designers search.
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